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City of Thieves
Perfect for fans of Neil Gaiman and Michael Grant, this darkly thrilling novel is a
powerful blend of fantasy and science-fiction. Rail and Moa are two teenage
thieves. Vago is a golem of metal and flesh. All three are denizens of Orokos, a city
scoured by chaotic storms that rearrange streets and turn children into glass. No
one can enter the city, or leave. Until one day Rail finds a mysterious artifact that
may hold the key to the secrets of the city - and the chance of escape. And so
begins an impossible quest. Get ready for a breathtaking adventure.

As the Shadow Rises
In the tradition of The Orchid Thief, a compelling narrative set within the strange
and genteel world of rare-book collecting: the true story of an infamous book thief,
his victims, and the man determined to catch him. Rare-book theft is even more
widespread than fine-art theft. Most thieves, of course, steal for profit. John Charles
Gilkey steals purely for the love of books. In an attempt to understand him better,
journalist Allison Hoover Bartlett plunged herself into the world of book lust and
discovered just how dangerous it can be. John Gilkey is an obsessed, unrepentant
book thief who has stolen hundreds of thousands of dollars worth of rare books
from book fairs, stores, and libraries around the country. Ken Sanders is the selfappointed "bibliodick" (book dealer with a penchant for detective work) driven to
catch him. Bartlett befriended both outlandish characters and found herself caught
in the middle of efforts to recover hidden treasure. With a mixture of suspense,
insight, and humor, she has woven this entertaining cat-and-mouse chase into a
narrative that not only reveals exactly how Gilkey pulled off his dirtiest crimes,
where he stashed the loot, and how Sanders ultimately caught him but also
explores the romance of books, the lure to collect them, and the temptation to
steal them. Immersing the reader in a rich, wide world of literary obsession,
Bartlett looks at the history of book passion, collection, and theft through the ages,
to examine the craving that makes some people willing to stop at nothing to
possess the books they love.
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Dawnthief
The Island of Lost Maps tells the story of a curious crime spree: the theft of scores
of valuable centuries-old maps from some of the most prominent research libraries
in the United States and Canada. The perpetrator was Gilbert Joseph Bland, Jr., an
enigmatic antiques dealer from South Florida, whose cross-country slash-and-dash
operation had gone virtually undetected until he was caught in 1995–and was
unmasked as the most prolific American map thief in history. As Miles Harvey
unravels the mystery of Bland’s life, he maps out the world of cartography and
cartographic crime, weaving together a fascinating story of exploration,
craftsmanship, villainy, and the lure of the unknown.

Mapping the Bones
The 10th-anniversary edition of the No. 1 international bestseller and modern
classic beloved by millions of readers HERE IS A SMALL FACT - YOU ARE GOING TO
DIE 1939. Nazi Germany. The country is holding its breath. Death has never been
busier. Liesel, a nine-year-old girl, is living with a foster family on Himmel Street.
Her parents have been taken away to a concentration camp. Liesel steals books.
This is her story and the story of the inhabitants of her street when the bombs
begin to fall. SOME IMPORTANT INFORMATION - THIS NOVEL IS NARRATED BY
DEATH The 10th-anniversary edition features pages of bonus content, including
marked-up manuscript pages, original sketches, and pages from the author's
writing notebook.

A Book of Spirits and Thieves
The turn of a page will open the portal from our world to Mytica's past. Crystal
Hatcher, Modern-Day Toronto- Crys must solve a deadly mystery after witnessing
the shocking event that leaves her little sister, Becca, in a coma. Maddox Corso,
Ancient Mytica- Maddox is torn between his own grave troubles and those of a
stranger when he's visited by the spirit of Becca, a strange girl from another world.
Farrell Grayson, Modern-Day Toronto- When the enigmatic leader of the ultrasecret Hawkspear Society enlists his help, Farrell starts to question everything he
knew about family, loyalty, and himself . . . Crystal Hatcher and her little sister,
Becca, are working in their mother's bookshop in downtown Toronto when they
receive an unexpected delivery- a large leather-bound book written in an
unrecognizable language. Becca opens it and falls into a deep coma that sends her
spirit to another world. On the ritzier side of town, the elusive leader of a powerful
secret society invites an aimless heir name Farrell Grayson to join his inner circle.
Farrell seizes the chance to prove his worth to his parents - no matter how much
he has to sacrifice. And worlds away in Mytica, a young commoner named Maddox
Corso meets a pretty stranger from a faraway land who desperately needs his help.
Her name is Becca Hatcher, and when Maddox realizes he's the only one who can
see her, their meeting feels like much more than chance . . . .

Thieves of Book Row
An MBA from Kellogg, a six-figure salary teasing toward seven, and a career
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trajectory in international banking that challenged gravity. Whether in Boston or
Moscow, Carson Neshek led a charmed existence filled with fast cars, lucrative
business deals and beautiful women. With Russia now open for private investment
and the world knocking on the door, Carson only had time for business. A personal
life -- or at least its encumbrances -- would have to wait. That included the exotic
beauty Sasha and her daughter Vika, for whom Carson was "daddy" only as an
occasional patron. Russia was a land of adventure and opportunity that demanded
taming. And gambling with it was an intoxicating game until the stakes escalated
too far too fast - threatening his career and maybe his life. Carson stood at the
dangerous intersection of corrupt politics and mafia-controlled business in Russia.
As murders began to pile up he found himself squeezed between the terrifying
Russian criminal underworld, all-reaching Russian political power, and even U.S.
law. Carson would have to learn whom he could trust and what he could save and
then make a choice -- before it was too late.

Rare Books Uncovered
Six of Crows meets Graceling with a dash of Winter is Coming in Katy Rose Pool's
second installment of the action-packed and swoon-worthy Age of Darkness
series--As the Shadow Rises. "As the Shadow Rises solidifies Katy Rose Pool's
status as one of the best fantasy writers of the 21st century." —Popsugar The Last
Prophet has been found, yet he sees destruction ahead. In this sequel to the
critically-acclaimed There Will Come a Darkness, kingdoms have begun to fall to a
doomsday cult, the magical Graced are being persecuted, and an ancient power
threatens to break free. But with the world hurtling toward its prophesized end,
Anton’s haunting vision reveals the dangerous beginnings of a plan to stop the Age
of Darkness. As Jude, Keeper of the Order of the Last Light, returns home in
disgrace, his quest to aid the Prophet is complicated by his growing feelings for
Anton. Meanwhile, the assassin known as the Pale Hand will stop at nothing to find
her undead sister before she dies for good, even if it means letting the world burn.
And in Nazirah, Hassan, the kingdom-less Prince, forms a risky pact to try to regain
his throne. When the forces of light and darkness collide in the City of Mercy, old
wounds are reopened, new alliances are tested, and the end of the world begins.
The Age of Darkness trilogy is perfect for fans of Throne of Glass, Children of Blood
and Bone, and An Ember in the Ashes. * "Adventurous relic-hunting, mind-blowing
twists, budding love, and terrible betrayals feature in this multiple-narrator,
character-driven study of power, agency, and identity." —Kirkus Reviews, starred
review Praise for There Will Come a Darkness "Reading this intricate YA fantasy,
you get the feeling Katy Rose Pool’s plot is always seven steps ahead of you. You’ll
want to catch up as quickly as possible." —Refinery 29

The Falcon Thief
The Coke Machine takes readers deep inside the Coca-Cola Company and its
international franchisees to reveal how they became the number one brand in the
world, and just how far they'll go to stay there. Ever since its "I'd like to teach the
world to sing" commercials from the 1970s, Coca-Cola has billed itself as the
world's beverage, uniting all colors and cultures in a mutual love of its caramelsweet sugar water. The formula has worked incredibly well-making it one of the
most profitable companies on the planet and "Coca-Cola" the world's second- most
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recognized word after "hello." However, as the company expands its reach into
both domestic and foreign markets, an increasing number of the world's citizens
are finding the taste of Coke more bitter than sweet. Journalist Michael Blanding's
The Coke Machine probes shocking accusations about the company's global
impact, including: ? Coca-Cola's history of winning at any cost, even if it meant that
its franchisees were making deals with the Nazis and Guatemalan paramilitary
squads ? How Coke has harmed children's health and contributed to an obesity
epidemic through exclusive soda contracts in schools ? The horrific environmental
impact of Coke bottling plants in India and Mexico, where water supplies have
been decimated while toxic pollution has escalated ? That Coke bottlers stand
accused of conspiring with paramilitaries to threaten, kidnap, and murder union
leaders in their bottling plants in Colombia A disturbing portrait drawn from an
award-winning journalist's daring, in-depth research, The Coke Machine is the first
comprehensive probe of the company and its secret formula for greed. COKE is a
registered trademark of The Coca-Cola Company. This book is not authorized by or
endorsed by The Coca-Cola Company.

Percy Jackson and the Olympians, Book One: Lightning Thief,
The (Movie Tie-In Edition)
The goods were kept in a secure room under constant scrutiny, deep inside a
crowded building with guards at the exits. In the Depression, some fellows were
willing to try anything-- even a heist in the rare book room of the New York Public
Library. McDade tells the gripping tale of the worst book-theft ring in American
history, and the intrepid detective who brought it down. The goods: a first edition
of Edgar Allan Poe's Al Aaraaf, Tamerlane and Minor Poems. A fascinating look at
the history of crime and literary culture.

Storm Thief
As heard on NPR's This American Life “Absorbing . . . Though it's non-fiction, The
Feather Thief contains many of the elements of a classic thriller.” —Maureen
Corrigan, NPR’s Fresh Air “One of the most peculiar and memorable true-crime
books ever.” —Christian Science Monitor A rollicking true-crime adventure and a
captivating journey into an underground world of fanatical fly-tiers and plume
peddlers, for readers of The Stranger in the Woods, The Lost City of Z, and The
Orchid Thief. On a cool June evening in 2009, after performing a concert at
London's Royal Academy of Music, twenty-year-old American flautist Edwin Rist
boarded a train for a suburban outpost of the British Museum of Natural History.
Home to one of the largest ornithological collections in the world, the Tring
museum was full of rare bird specimens whose gorgeous feathers were worth
staggering amounts of money to the men who shared Edwin's obsession: the
Victorian art of salmon fly-tying. Once inside the museum, the champion fly-tier
grabbed hundreds of bird skins—some collected 150 years earlier by a
contemporary of Darwin's, Alfred Russel Wallace, who'd risked everything to gather
them—and escaped into the darkness. Two years later, Kirk Wallace Johnson was
waist high in a river in northern New Mexico when his fly-fishing guide told him
about the heist. He was soon consumed by the strange case of the feather thief.
What would possess a person to steal dead birds? Had Edwin paid the price for his
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crime? What became of the missing skins? In his search for answers, Johnson was
catapulted into a years-long, worldwide investigation. The gripping story of a
bizarre and shocking crime, and one man's relentless pursuit of justice, The
Feather Thief is also a fascinating exploration of obsession, and man's destructive
instinct to harvest the beauty of nature.

The Highland Falcon Thief: Adventures on Trains #1
A MOTHER’S CHOICES IN A T IME OF CRISIS THREATEN THE ONE PERSON SHE
MEANS TO PROTECT—HER ONLY DAUGHTER— AND FORCE HER TO MAKE THE
BOLDEST MOVE OF HER LIFE. The violet industry is booming in 1898, and a Hudson
Valley farm owned by the Fletcher family is turning a generous profit for its two
oldest brothers. But Ida Fletcher, married to the black sheep youngest brother, has
taken up wet nursing to help pay the bills, and her daughter, Alice, has left school
to work. As they risk losing their share of the farm, the two women make
increasingly great sacrifices for their family’s survival, sacrifices that will set them
against each other in a lifelong struggle for honesty and forgiveness. A Violet
Season is the story of an unforgettable mother-daughter journey in a time when
women were just waking to their own power and independence.

The Man Who Loved Books Too Much
Becky and her brother use some ingenious clues to identify the person who stole
five children's books from the town's library.

The Map Thief
The constellations come to life in this imaginative fantasy adventure debut.
Honorine's life as a maid at the Vidalia mansion is rather dull, dusting treasures
from faraway places and daydreaming in front of maps of the world. But everything
changes when she catches two brutish sailors ransacking Lord Vidalia's study, and
then follows a mysterious girl with wings out into the night. Suddenly, Honorine is
whisked into the middle of a battle between the crew of a spectacular steamship
and a band of mythical constellations. The stars in the sky have come to life to
defend themselves against those who want to harness their powers. Much to her
surprise, Honorine is the crux of it all, the center of an epic clash between magic
and science, the old ways and the new. But can this spirited young girl bring both
sides of a larger-than-life fight together before they unleash an evil power even
older than the stars?

The Book Thief
NATIONAL BESTSELLER WINNER OF THE PULITZER PRIZE The searing, postapocalyptic novel about a father and son's fight to survive. A father and his son
walk alone through burned America. Nothing moves in the ravaged landscape save
the ash on the wind. It is cold enough to crack stones, and when the snow falls it is
gray. The sky is dark. Their destination is the coast, although they don't know
what, if anything, awaits them there. They have nothing; just a pistol to defend
themselves against the lawless bands that stalk the road, the clothes they are
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wearing, a cart of scavenged food—and each other. The Road is the profoundly
moving story of a journey. It boldly imagines a future in which no hope remains,
but in which the father and his son, "each the other's world entire," are sustained
by love. Awesome in the totality of its vision, it is an unflinching meditation on the
worst and the best that we are capable of: ultimate destructiveness, desperate
tenacity, and the tenderness that keeps two people alive in the face of total
devastation. A New York Times Notable Book One of the Best Books of the Year The
Boston Globe, The Christian Science Monitor, The Denver Post, The Kansas City
Star, Los Angeles Times, New York, People, Rocky Mountain News, Time, The
Village Voice, The Washington Post

Underworld
Precious old books found in unlikely places, from the family that avoided
foreclosure through a book in their attic to a copy of the Nuremberg Chronicle in a
local fundraiser.

The Lost Gutenberg
In the spring of 1994, Daniel Spiegelman shinnied up an abandoned book lift in
Columbia University's Butler Library to get to the rare books floor where he then
proceeded to dismantle a wall, steal books, reassemble the wall, and sneak back
down the shaft. Over a three-month period he did this more than a dozen times. He
eventually escaped with the loot - roughly $1.8 million in books, letters and
manuscripts - to Europe to sell to collectors. When he was caught in the
Netherlands, he tried to avoid extradition to the U.S. by telling the Dutch
authorities that he was a financier of the Oklahoma City bombing knowing they
wouldn't extradite someone who was facing the death penalty. Eventually the FBI,
through some wrangling, got him back to New York, where he finally stood trial for
his crimes. In vivid detail, including a retelling of the crimes, dialogue from the
court transcripts, and explanations of the legal consequences and intricacies,
McDade recounts all the sordid elements of this true crime caper.

The Scarlet Thief
From the critically acclaimed author of The 25th Hour and When the Nines Roll
Over and co-creator of the HBO series Game of Thrones, a captivating novel about
war, courage, survival — and a remarkable friendship that ripples across a lifetime.
During the Nazis’ brutal siege of Leningrad, Lev Beniov is arrested for looting and
thrown into the same cell as a handsome deserter named Kolya. Instead of being
executed, Lev and Kolya are given a shot at saving their own lives by complying
with an outrageous directive: secure a dozen eggs for a powerful Soviet colonel to
use in his daughter’s wedding cake. In a city cut off from all supplies and suffering
unbelievable deprivation, Lev and Kolya embark on a hunt through the dire
lawlessness of Leningrad and behind enemy lines to find the impossible. By turns
insightful and funny, thrilling and terrifying, the New York Times bestseller City of
Thieves is a gripping, cinematic World War II adventure and an intimate coming-ofage story with an utterly contemporary feel for how boys become men.
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Torn from Their Bindings
In The Odyssey of an Apple Thief, Moishe Rozenbaumas (1922–2016) recounts his
fascinating life, from his Lithuanian boyhood, to the fraught experiences that take
him across Europe and Central Asia and back again, to his daring escape from
Soviet Russia to build a new life in Paris. Along the way, we get a rarely seen
portrait of the lives of working-class Jewish youth in Telz/Telsiai, a religious town
renowned for its yeshiva. We hear of the games children played, the theft of apples
from a Catholic orchard, and Rozenbaumas’s early apprenticeship as a tailor once
his father leaves the country. The war breaks out and the teenaged Rozenbaumas
flees Lithuania alone, unable to convince his mother and sibling to go with him. We
learn of his life as a starved refugee in an Uzbek kolkhoz, his escape into the Red
Army, and his unlikely work in the reconnaissance unit of the Soviet Army. After
the war, Rozenbaumas is drafted into the Marxist-Leninist university and as a cadre
of the Communist Party, ultimately escaping in 1956 with his family to Paris, where
he and his wife give an openly Jewish education to their children. In the vast
literature of memory written by Jewish witnesses before, during, and after WWII,
Rozenbaumas’s account stands out for the singularity of his experience and for his
deft narration of events of mythological dimension from a personal perspective.
The Odyssey of an Apple Thief offers not only invaluable testimony of this historical
moment but also an illuminating and original portrait of Lithuanian Jews in the
twentieth century.

A Violet Season
First-century Corinth is a city teeming with commerce and charm. It’s also filled
with danger and corruption—the perfect setting for Ariadne’s greatest adventure.
After years spent living with her mother and oppressive grandfather in Athens,
Ariadne runs away to her father’s home in Corinth, only to discover the perilous
secret that destroyed his marriage: though a Greek of high birth, Galenos is the
infamous thief who has been robbing the city’s corrupt of their ill-gotten gains.
Desperate to keep him safe, Ariadne risks her good name, her freedom, and the
love of the man she adores to become her father’s apprentice. As her unusual
athletic ability leads her into dangerous exploits, Ariadne discovers that she
secretly revels in playing with fire. But when the wrong person discovers their
secret, Ariadne and her father find their future—and very lives—hanging in the
balance. When they befriend a Jewish rabbi named Paul, they realize that his
radical message challenges everything they’ve fought to build, yet offers
something neither dared hope for. Be transported back in time by this gripping tale
of adventure, bravery, and redemption, and discover why Debbie Macomber says,
“No one brings the Bible to life like Tessa Afshar.”

Bealport
Based on the experience of real-life Auschwitz prisoner Dita Kraus, this is the
incredible story of a girl who risked her life to keep the magic of books alive during
the Holocaust. Fourteen-year-old Dita is one of the many imprisoned by the Nazis
at Auschwitz. Taken, along with her mother and father, from the Terezín ghetto in
Prague, Dita is adjusting to the constant terror that is life in the camp. When Jewish
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leader Freddy Hirsch asks Dita to take charge of the eight precious volumes the
prisoners have managed to sneak past the guards, she agrees. And so Dita
becomes the librarian of Auschwitz. Out of one of the darkest chapters of human
history comes this extraordinary story of courage and hope. This title has Common
Core connections. Godwin Books

The Island of Lost Maps
Special edition slipcase edition of John Green's Paper Towns, with pop-up paper
town. From the bestselling author of The Fault in our Stars. Quentin Jacobsen has
always loved Margo Roth Spiegelman, for Margo (and her adventures) are the stuff
of legend at their high school. So when she one day climbs through his window and
summons him on an all-night road trip of revenge he cannot help but follow. But
the next day Margo doesn't come to school and a week later she is still missing. Q
soon learns that there are clues in her disappearance . . . and they are for him. But
as he gets deeper into the mystery - culminating in another awesome road trip
across America - he becomes less sure of who and what he is looking for.
Masterfully written by John Green, this is a thoughtful, insightful and hilarious
coming-of-age story.

Dance of Thieves
From Graham Hancock, bestselling author of Fingerprints of the Gods, comes a
mesmerizing book that takes us on a captivating underwater voyage to find the
ruins of a lost civilization that’s been hidden for thousands of years beneath the
world’s oceans. While Graham Hancock is no stranger to stirring up heated
controversy among scientific experts, his books and television documentaries have
intrigued millions of people around the world and influenced many to rethink their
views about the origins of human civilization. Now he returns with an explosive
new work of archaeological detection. In Underworld, Hancock continues his
remarkable quest underwater, where, according to almost a thousand ancient
myths from every part of the globe, the ruins of a lost civilization, obliterated in a
universal flood, are to be found. Guided by cutting-edge science and the latest
archaeological scholarship, Hancock begins his mission to discover the truth about
these myths and examines the mystery at the end of the last Ice Age. As the
glaciers melted between 17,000 and 7,000 years ago, sea levels rose and more
than 15 million square miles of habitable land were submerged underwater,
resulting in a radical change to the Earth’s shape and the conditions in which
people could live. Using the latest computer techniques to map the world’s
changing coastlines, Hancock finds astonishing correspondences with the ancient
flood myths. Filled with thrilling accounts of his own participation in dives off the
coast of Japan, as well as in the Mediterranean, the Atlantic, and the Arabian Sea,
we watch as Hancock discovers underwater ruins exactly where the myths say
they should be—sunken kingdoms that archaeologists never thought existed. Fans
of Hancock’s previous adventures will find themselves immersed in Underworld, a
provocative book that provides both compelling hard evidence for a fascinating,
forgotten episode in human history and a completely new explanation for the
origins of civilization as we know it. From the Hardcover edition.
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The Porcelain Thief
While Miles pursues elusive letters and clues in a perpetual search for his missing
twin, Ryan struggles with the discovery that he is adopted, and Lucy finds her
daring escape from her hometown posing unexpectedly dangerous consequences.
By a National Book Award-nominated author. Reprint.

Await Your Reply
Examines the pivotal relationship between mapping and civilization, demonstrating
the unique ways that maps relate and realign history, and shares engaging
cartography stories and map lore.

Into the Storm
In 1980, an antique print dealer was going broke from competition and lack of
supply. Then he discovered all the high-quality antique prints he could ever
want--for free--on the shelves of American university libraries. Torn from Their
Bindings tells the story of Robert Kindred's brazen theft of irreplaceable antique
illustrations and maps from academic libraries across the country--a crime spree
that left the irredeemable wreck of countless rare books in its wake. Travis
McDade's account of Kindred's pillaging and the paper trail that led to his capture
unfolds with the drama of a true crime page-turner--whose pages are replete with
the particulars of archival treasures, library science, print preservation, and the
history bound up in the cultural heritage plundered by Kindred. Along the way we
observe the nature and methods of the book thief, defacer of priceless volumes
and purveyor of purloined pages, and acquire a wealth of knowledge about the
antique prints he favored. Told by an author devoted to the preservation of books,
the story is propelled by an informed curiosity and just outrage from its
suspenseful opening to its ironic conclusion--the ultimate fate of Kindred's spoils.

The Star Thief
A stunning new young adult adventure set in the kingdoms of the Remnant, by the
author of the New York Times-bestselling Remnant Chronicles and the Jenna Fox
Chronicles. A formidable outlaw family that claims to be the first among nations. A
son destined to lead, thrust suddenly into power. Three fierce young women of the
Rahtan, the queen's premier guard. A legendary street thief leading a mission,
determined to prove herself. A dark secret that is a threat to the entire continent.
When outlaw leader meets reformed thief, a cat-and-mouse game of false moves
ensues, bringing them intimately together in a battle that may cost them their
lives—and their hearts. The Remnant Chronicles The Beauty of Darkness The Heart
of Betrayal The Kiss of Deception Praise for Dance of Thieves: "Pearson is a gifted
storyteller and spinner of eminently satisfying romances and fantasy. Fans will
thrill at these newest protagonists, especially the women warriors, who are equal
partners in the play for power." —Publishers Weekly "This novel has it
all—romance, conflict, danger, and humor. A must-have for all fantasy YA shelves."
— School Library Journal
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The Odyssey of an Apple Thief
Bealport, Maine, is one of the forgotten towns of America, a place that all too often
seems to have its best days behind it. And perhaps nothing symbolizes that more
than the old shoe factory—“NORUMBEGA Makers of Fine Footwear Since
1903”—that lately has been perpeatually on the brink of failure, and is now up for
sale. But maybe there’s hope? A private equity savant with a fondness for the
factory’s shoes buys it—and thus sets in motion a story with profound implications
for the town, and for the larger question of how we live today. The factory is a
hobby for him, but it represents infinitely more for the residents of Bealport: not
only their livelihoods but their self-respect, their connectedness, their sense of selfsufficiency are all bound up in it. Can this high-flying outsider understand that?
How will he negotiate the complicated long-term relationships that define the town
and its families? In Bealport, Jeffrey Lewis takes us inside the town, revealing its
secrets, acknowledging its problems, and honoring its ambitions. Brilliantly
deploying a large cast from all walks of life, he reveals small town America in the
early twenty-first century through the interwoven secrets and desires of its
residents, and through them delivers a striking portrait of America at a moment of
national uncertainty.

The Road
"An addictive and engaging look at the ‘competitive, catty and slightly angstridden’ heart of the world of book collecting.” - The Houston Chronicle The neverbefore-told story of one extremely rare copy of the Gutenberg Bible, and its impact
on the lives of the fanatical few who were lucky enough to own it. For rare-book
collectors, an original copy of the Gutenberg Bible--of which there are fewer than
50 in existence--represents the ultimate prize. Here, Margaret Leslie Davis
recounts five centuries in the life of one copy, from its creation by Johannes
Gutenberg, through the hands of monks, an earl, the Worcestershire sauce king,
and a nuclear physicist to its ultimate resting place, in a steel vault in Tokyo.
Estelle Doheny, the first woman collector to add the book to her library and its last
private owner, tipped the Bible onto a trajectory that forever changed our
understanding of the first mechanically printed book. The Lost Gutenberg draws
readers into this incredible saga, immersing them in the lust for beauty, prestige,
and knowledge that this rarest of books sparked in its owners. Exploring books as
objects of obsession across centuries, this is a must-read for history buffs, book
collectors, seekers of hidden treasures, and anyone who has ever craved a
remarkable book--and its untold stories.

The Book Thief
Dante Galand has cured the sickness that trapped him on the Plagued Islands.
Now, it's time to leave. And kill a priest. The target is Gladdic of Bressel. Gladdic,
who executed Dante's friend, the pirate Captain Twill. Who all but enslaved the
Plagued Islands. And whose visions of empire are far from over. But Gladdic is
trained in both ether and nether—and a darker magic than Dante has ever known.
He's the most dangerous foe Dante has faced. And if Dante falls, so will an entire
kingdom. Set in a USA TODAY bestselling world, THE SILVER THIEF is the second
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book in the Cycle of Galand.

The Map Thief
A journalist travels throughout mainland China and Taiwan in search of his family’s
hidden treasure and comes to understand his ancestry as he never has before. In
1938, when the Japanese arrived in Huan Hsu’s great-great-grandfather Liu’s
Yangtze River hometown of Xingang, Liu was forced to bury his valuables,
including a vast collection of prized antique porcelain, and undertake a decadeslong trek that would splinter the family over thousands of miles. Many years and
upheavals later, Hsu, raised in Salt Lake City and armed only with curiosity, moves
to China to work in his uncle’s semiconductor chip business. Once there, a
conversation with his grandmother, his last living link to dynastic China, ignites a
desire to learn more about not only his lost ancestral heirlooms but also porcelain
itself. Mastering the language enough to venture into the countryside, Hsu sets out
to separate the layers of fact and fiction that have obscured both China and his
heritage and finally complete his family’s long march back home. Melding memoir,
travelogue, and social and political history, The Porcelain Thief offers an intimate
and unforgettable way to understand the complicated events that have defined
China over the past two hundred years and provides a revealing, lively perspective
on contemporary Chinese society from the point of view of a Chinese American
coming to terms with his hyphenated identity. From the Hardcover edition.

The Librarian of Auschwitz
A rollicking true-crime adventure about a rogue who trades in rare birds and their
eggs—and the wildlife detective determined to stop him. On May 3, 2010, an Irish
national named Jeffrey Lendrum was apprehended at Britain’s Birmingham
International Airport with a suspicious parcel strapped to his stomach. Inside were
fourteen rare peregrine falcon eggs snatched from a remote cliffside in Wales. So
begins a tale almost too bizarre to believe, following the parallel lives of a globetrotting smuggler who spent two decades capturing endangered raptors worth
millions of dollars as race champions—and Detective Andy McWilliam of the United
Kingdom’s National Wildlife Crime Unit, who’s hell bent on protecting the world’s
birds of prey. The Falcon Thief whisks readers from the volcanoes of Patagonia to
Zimbabwe’s Matobo National Park, and from the frigid tundra near the Arctic Circle
to luxurious aviaries in the deserts of Dubai, all in pursuit of a man who is reckless,
arrogant, and gripped by a destructive compulsion to make the most beautiful
creatures in nature his own. It’s a story that’s part true-crime narrative, part epic
adventure—and wholly unputdownable until the very last page.

Thief of Corinth
In Poland in the 1940s, twins Chaim and Gittel rely on each other to endure life in a
ghetto, escape through forests, and the horrors of a concentration camp.

The Coke Machine
Pursued by Japanese battleships, the USS Walker, a destroyer under the command
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of Lieutenant Commander Matthew Patrick Reddy, tries to lose the enemy by
heading into a storm, only to become trapped in a primitive alternate world,
populated by strange crea

Edge of the Map
The Scarlet Thief by Paul Fraser Collard introduces roguish hero Jack Lark - dubbed
'Sharpe meets the Talented Mr Ripley' - who gets his first taste of battle and
bloodshed in the Crimea. 'An appealing and formidable hero' (Sunday Express) for
fans of Bernard Cornwell's The Last Kingdom series and Conn Iggulden. 1854: The
banks of the Alma River, Crimean Peninsular. The Redcoats stagger to a bloody
halt. The men of the King's Royal Fusiliers are in terrible trouble, ducking and
twisting as the storm of shot, shell and bullet tear through their ranks. Officer Jack
Lark has to act immediately and decisively. His life and the success of the
campaign depend on it. But does he have the mettle, the officer qualities that are
the life blood of the British Army? From a poor background Lark has risen through
the ranks by stealth and guile and now he faces the ultimate test THE SCARLET
THIEF introduces us to a formidable and compelling hero - brutally courageous,
roguish, ambitious - in a historical novel as robust as it is thrillingly authentic by an
author who brings history and battle vividly alive.

Paper Towns
After learning that the father he never knew is Poseidon, God of the Sea, Percy
Jackson is sent to Camp Half-Blood, a summer camp for demigods, and becomes
involved in a quest to prevent a catastrophic war between the gods.

On the Map
In The Highland Falcon Thief: Adventures on Trains #1, a middle-grade series
starter from MG Leonard and Sam Sedgman, a young boy is swept up in an
investigation to uncover the perpetrator of a jewel theft. When eleven-year-old
Harrison "Hal" Beck is forced to accompany his travel-writer uncle on the last
journey of a royal train, he expects a boring trip spent away from video games and
children his age. But then Hal spots a girl who should not be on board, and he
quickly makes friends with the stowaway, Lenny. Things get even more interesting
when the royal prince and princess board for the last leg of the journey—because
the princess's diamond necklace is soon stolen and replaced with a fake! Suspicion
falls on the one person who isn't supposed to be there: Lenny. It's up to Hal, his
keen observation, and his skill as a budding sketch artist to uncover the real jewel
thief, clear his friend's name, and return the diamond necklace before The
Highland Falcon makes its last stop.

Who Stole the Wizard of Oz?
Edge of the Map is equal parts inspiring, dramatic, and heartbreaking. One of
America’s greatest high altitude mountaineers, Christine Boskoff was at the top of
her career when she and her partner died in an avalanche in 2006. Charismatic,
principled, and humble, Boskoff was also a deeply loved role model to her climbing
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partners and the Sherpa community. Edge of the Map traces the sharp twists and
turns in Boskoff’s life, from her early years as a Lockheed engineer, through her
first successes in the climbing world, to her purchase of Seattle-based Mountain
Madness after owner and climber Scott Fischer died in the 1996 Everest disaster.
Her life was one of constant achievement mixed with personal tragedy. The story
follows Boskoff as she perseveres and moves on to even bigger peaks, earning
acclaim as a world-class mountaineer, then later as she finds an alpine partnership
with legendary Colorado climber Charlie Fowler.

Moths, Rust and Thieves
The story of an infamous crime, a revered map dealer with an unsavory secret, and
the ruthless subculture that consumed him Maps have long exerted a special
fascination on viewers—both as beautiful works of art and as practical tools to
navigate the world. But to those who collect them, the map trade can be a
cutthroat business, inhabited by quirky and sometimes disreputable characters in
search of a finite number of extremely rare objects. Once considered a respectable
antiquarian map dealer, E. Forbes Smiley spent years doubling as a map thief
—until he was finally arrested slipping maps out of books in the Yale University
library. The Map Thief delves into the untold history of this fascinating high-stakes
criminal and the inside story of the industry that consumed him. Acclaimed
reporter Michael Blanding has interviewed all the key players in this stranger-thanfiction story, and shares the fascinating histories of maps that charted the New
World, and how they went from being practical instruments to quirky heirlooms to
highly coveted objects. Though pieces of the map theft story have been written
before, Blanding is the first reporter to explore the story in full—and had the rare
privilege of having access to Smiley himself after he’d gone silent in the wake of
his crimes. Moreover, although Smiley swears he has admitted to all of the maps
he stole, libraries claim he stole hundreds more—and offer intriguing clues to prove
it. Now, through a series of exclusive interviews with Smiley and other key
individuals, Blanding teases out an astonishing tale of destruction and redemption.
The Map Thief interweaves Smiley’s escapades with the stories of the explorers
and mapmakers he knew better than anyone. Tracking a series of thefts as brazen
as the art heists in Provenance and a subculture as obsessive as the oenophiles in
The Billionaire’s Vinegar, Blanding has pieced together an unforgettable story of
high-stakes crime.

The Feather Thief
Draws on exclusive interviews with confessed rare-map thief E. Forbes Smiley to
document his high-stakes experiences with mercenary explorers and mapmakers,
offering insight into the cutthroat map trade while investigating allegations of
hundreds of additional thefts

The Silver Thief
The Raven: six men and an elf, sword for hire in the wars that have torn apart
Balaia. For years their loyalty has been only to themselves and their code. But, that
time is over. The Wytch Lords have escaped and The Raven find themselves
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fighting for the Dark College of magic, searching for the location of Dawnthief. It is
a spell created to end the world, and it must be cast if any of them are to survive.
Dawnthief is a fast paced epic about a band of all-too-human heroes. From the
Trade Paperback edition.
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